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Law Enforcement-Police Department
Artificial Intelligence Based Facial Recognition
Business Case
� Apply facial recognition technology on
live video feeds from surveillance cameras
enhancing public safety and security
� Immensely help Law enforcement agencies
in locating wanted criminals, fugitives,
missing persons etc.
� A non-intrusive identification feature (facial
recognition) without additional investment
on biometric devices.
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Artificial Intelligence and Image Processing
Outcome/Benefits
� A platform to carryout AI based Facial Recognition on live video feeds from surveillance systems
to match face recognized from live video feeds with photos of wanted criminals, known
criminals and missing persons and notify the concerned law enforcement officer in seconds.
� Enables Masked and Unmasked face detection and is attempting Facial Mask Detection.

Kerala Police Academy- Police Department
AR/VR based Training
Business Case
� Virtual Reality Training platform capable to provide distributed and immersive training for the
law enforcement officers.
� 3D modelling of the crime scene which enables to get the exact visual feel in a real crime scene.
� Highly immersive experience which can be configured to provide hundreds of real-life scenarios
and role play games to train in.
� With this AR technology, they can broadcast the scene to forensic experts at another location, who
can then instruct the police officers or what to bag for evidence.

Augmented Reality / Virtual Reality
Outcome/Benefits
� A configurable 3D enabled immersive Virtual Reality training platform to create crime scenes’
training, as well as for assessment.
� 15 preloaded crime scenes and the platform is adaptable enough to easily create more scenes and
plug it in.
� Virtual reality simulations for trainees to be immersed in visual, auditory and sometimes physical
experiences which enhance the learning curve using the four VR headsets delivered.
� Compliance- VR environments enable agencies to better observe, control and report on users as
they perform their investigative tasks. The immersive nature of the VR environment facilitates the
verification of required procedures.
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